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Library staff introduce 24 works in this leaflet, which includes “the films shot in Waseda” (Must-watch 

for Waseda students!), materials introducing Japanese art & culture, materials with English subtitles, , 

and others. Enjoy our selection！ 

 
★Color version is available online from the QR code here→  

or please visit Waseda University Library’s  website. 

https://www.waseda.jp/library/news/2017/09/08/4056/ 

（The special page of the Library Week Autumn 2017）  

★we welcome your feedback！  Email:lib-tenji@list.waseda.jp 

 

※日本語版もあります（Japanese version is also available.）  

 
 

Distributed by Toei, 1953 / 118 min / Japanese 

 

 

 

 

Shiro Ozaki (a dropout of Waseda)’s novel was made into a film. This is a large-scale story 

from the foundation of Tokyo Senmon gakko, the former school of Waseda, in 1882 to The 70’s 

anniversary ceremony of Waseda in 1952. This film consists of 3 parts. The first part is a story 

of Shigenobu Okuma, working for school under government oppression. (The actor is quite 

similar to Okuma!) The second part is mainly a story of Genichi, who is a Waseda student, living 

in the boarding house called Sanseikan in 1915. The third part is mainly a story about Keikichi 

who is the son of Genichi during World War II. .Soon after he enters Waseda, he goes to war 

under the student mobilization order. By the air raid on May 1945, Waseda is burned down. 

After the war, students come back to school. However, Waseda keeps facing difficulties. This 

film is a fiction but historically accurate, so you may feel like you are the student of old days. 

Since this film was distributed only 8 years after the war, the situation during the war was quite 

real. When I listened to the conversation of students before going to the war, or saw the 

campus after the air raid in this film, I felt that such a war should never happen again. Shiro 

ozaki, the original writer, is quite famous for his autobiographical novel 『人生劇場 (Jinsei 

gekijo)』(The human theater). The second part of this novel is 『人生劇場 青春篇 (Jinsei gekijo 

Seishun-hen)』(The human theater-the springtime of life) , is also set in Waseda because the 

hero is a Waseda student.  (Samy) 

早稲田大学 (Waseda University) 

 

 

 

It is a silent movie which depicts university students' life directed by Yasujiro OZU before the 

war. This work is a comedy, which is quite different from his representative work "Tokyo 

Story" introduced in this leaflet. Takahashi, the main character of this film and his friends 

prepare for the cheating rather than studying desperately for the graduation exam. I could 

not help saying 'Study hard if you have time to do such things!' However, their plan fails due 

to little things, and they fail the exam after all. Even friends who successfully passed the 

graduation exam are not promised happy future because of the difficulties in finding 

employments due to depression at that time. These situation reflects the title of this film. In 

addition, several scenes in this work seemed to be filmed in the Waseda University. You can 

view the appearance of the campus and the Okuma auditorium before the war period in this 

film.（Kibi） 

 

落第はしたけれど 

 

(Although I have failed school) 
Distributed by Shochiku, 1930 / 64 min / Japanese (a silent movie) 

 

 

 

Ⅰ．The films shot in Waseda 
 

『小津安二郎 名作セレクション V  

＜8 枚組＞』 DVD ￥13,000＋税  発売中  

発売元：松竹 販売元：松竹 ©松竹株式会社 

https://www.waseda.jp/library/news/2017/09/08/4056/
https://www.waseda.jp/library/news/2017/09/08/4056/
mailto:lib-tenji@list.waseda.jp
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The famous movie series “Otokowa Tsuraiyo (It’s tough being a man) Vol.40” was shot in 

Waseda. The real students of 30 years ago appear as extras in this film. Tora-san, the hero, 

sneaks into the class of Waseda! Enjoy the old Waseda in the film. The impressive scene is: His 

nephew, Mitsuo asks Tora-san about the meaning of study. How does the 'wandering Tora’ 

answer the young boy? However, the main theme of this film is actually “the preparation for the 

end of life”. Let’s focus on the structure such as the contrast between elders and young 

students, countryside and city. The title comes from Machi Tawara poetry collection “Salad 

Anniversary”, on which this movie was based. She is an alumni of the literature department of 

Waseda. Tora-san’s love interest (or “Madonna”) in this film is named “Machiko Harada”- Isn’t 

the name similar to Machi Tawara?  The director has such a good sense. You can also enjoy 

Machi Tawara’s poem with this film. (Puente Alto) 
『男はつらいよ 寅次郎サラダ記念日』 DVD \1,800＋税  発売中 

発売 発売元：松竹 販売元：松竹 © 1988 松竹株式会社 

 

男はつらいよ 第 40 作 寅次郎サラダ記念日 

 
(It's Tough Being a Man Vol.40 "Tora-san's Salad-Day Memorial") 
Distributed by Shochiku, 1988 / 100 min /Japanese/ Subtitles（English, Japanese） 

 

 

 

This is the film depicting the life of Shigenobu Okuma, which is a masterpiece by gorgeous 

casts. You will be overwhelmed by Okuma (Ken Utsui)’s great presence with dynamic words 

and the laughing “Ha, ha, ha･･･“. Other casts also have presence, such as Hirofumi Ito, Yukichi 

Fukuzawa, Eichi Shibusawa, Kiyotaka Kuroda – the people who created the history of Japan. 

This film includes many scenes of speech, discussion and negotiation, you would not have seen 

such a film these days. Story begins from the negotiation between Okuma and Sir Harry Smith 

Parkes, the minister of the U.K in 1868. Okuma overcame lots of difficulties as a politician and a 

school founder. Tokyo Senmon Gakko (The former school of Waseda) had been oppressed by 

government as “A Training School for Rebels”. In the hard situation, students were impressed 

by Okuma’s word for the ideal of private school, and walked screaming and singing “No storm 

can disturb us! “. Also, please pay attention to Okuma’s wife and mother who always support 

him dedicatedly. The last scene of the opening ceremony of Waseda University is very 

impressive. Okuma’s strong belief and the passion of people around him will hit your heart. 

(Samy) 

巨人大隈重信 (Shigenobu Okuma, the giant) 

 

 

Distributed by Daiei, 1963 / 103 min / Japanese 

 

 

 

 

Hiroyuki Itsuki (a dropout of Waseda) ’ s long-selling novel 『青春の門（Seishun no Mon）』

(started from 1969) was made into the film. This novel was very popular among young people at 

that time and it was also made into a TV drama. It was said that many students entered Waseda 

influenced by this work because Part 2 was set in Waseda. Shunsuke, the hero of the film comes 

to Tokyo from Chikuho in Kyushu area, to enter the Department of Literature of Waseda in 

1954. Soon after he enters Waseda, his mother who is his only family dies. He is so poor that he 

cannot help working part-time every day. One day he meets Ogata who is a member of a drama 

club. Ogata takes Shunsuke to Shinjuku 2-chome, and then Shunsuke comes to know a new 

world. After that, he meets a boxing coach, Ishii on campus, and starts to live in his residence to 

take personal coaching from Ishii. He faces many difficulties, and he is growing into an adult by 

many experiences. You will be able to enjoy this Part 2 more by watching the Part 1 beforehand. 

There are 2 versions of part 1: 『青春の門 筑豊篇』 (Seishun no Mon: Chikuho-version) and 

『青春の門』 with different casts. The original novel consists of part 1-8. In 2017, part 9 has 

started in the Bungei Shunju, 23 years later of Part 8. (Samy) 

青春の門.自立篇 
(The gate of youth, Part 2－Being Independent) 
Distributed by Toho, 1977 / 162 min / Japanese 

 

 

 

Have you ever seen the 2 statues on the right side of the courtyard when you enter the 

main gate of the Central Library? You may know the name “Isoo Abe”, the name of the 

right statue. But maybe you have not heard the name “Suishu Tobita” of the left one.It 

may sound familiar to you that “Suishu Tobita” is the person who spread the word “一

球入魂” (Ikkyu Nyukon: One pitching, Consecration of spirit.). This is a non-fiction story 

of Tobita, who was a coach of the baseball club of Waseda University to hold “The last 

baseball game of Waseda-Keio” during the period of the World War Ⅱ .Despite the hard 

situation due to the war, the last baseball game was held on 16th October, 1943. It was 

held at the Totsuka baseball yard, which took place at the Central Library today. This film 

is worth watching for Waseda Students! （Hill） 

ラストゲーム 最後の早慶戦 
(The last game: The last baseball game of Waseda-Keio) 
Distributed by Cine Quanon, 2008 / 96 min / Japanese 

 

 

 
©2008「ラストゲーム 最後の早慶戦」

製作委員会 

 

「青春の門 自立篇」発売中 

発売・販売元：東宝 
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This is one of the collection of Kabuki masterpieces. The performance was recorded at 

Kabuki-za in Tokyo in 1943. Matsumoto Koshiro VII (1870-1949) performed the role of 

Benkei in the work “Kanjincho” over 1,600 times, and the work became very popular. In 

this DVD, there is a short introduction by the president of Shochiku company and 

Shigetoshi Kawatake, who was a professor of Waseda. Audio guidance is available in 

English and Japanese. You will be overwhelmed by the power of the stage even it is a 

black‐and‐white video. By the way, Matsumoto Koshiro Ⅸ (1942-) is a grandson of 

Matsumoto Koshiro VII. He is Specially Recommended Alumni and awarded the “Waseda 

university Award for Distinguished Service in the Arts”（早稲田大学芸術功労者）in 2013. 

He has performed “Kanjincho” at Okuma auditorium in Waseda as the 100th and 125th 

anniversary of university foundation. It received high praise. (Samy) 
「勧進帳」 発売元：松竹株式会社／NHK ソフトウェア 4,700 円＋税  発売中 
©2004 松竹株式会社／NHK ソフトウェア 

 

勧進帳  歌舞伎名作撰 

(Kanjincho   : the best selection of Kabuki) 
 

: the best selection of Kabuki 
Shochiku, 2004 / 77min / Performed on November, 1943 at Kabuki-za） 

Japanese / Audio guidance (English, Japanese),  Leaflet (English, Japanese)  

 

 

A best-selling novel written by Haruki Murakami published in 1987 was made into a film. This 

is a story of Toru (Kenichi Matsuyama) who enters Waseda University in 1968. The producer 

was Shinji Ogawa who graduated Waseda in 1987. This film was shot in Waseda. The Japan 

premier was released at Okuma auditorium of Waseda in November 2010 with the casts.  

See the article of Waseda Weekly (April, 13, 2016) below. (In Japanese only) 
●「あのシーンはどこ？ 早稲田ロケ地巡り 村上春樹『ノルウェイの森』 聖地巡礼（映画編）」 

(Let’s visit the location of scenes in “Norwegian Wood” at Waseda.) 

https://www.waseda.jp/inst/weekly/feature/2016/04/13/2575/      （Samy） 
 

『ノルウェイの森』DVD＆ブルーレイ発売中 DVD：1,219 円（税抜）／ブルーレイ：1,886 円（税抜） 

発売：アスミック、フジテレビ／販売：ソニー・ピクチャーズ エンタテインメント  

©2010「ノルウェイの森」村上春樹／アスミック・エース、フジテレビジョン   

 

ノルウェイの森 (Norwegian Wood） 

 

 

 

Disributed by Toho, 2010 /134 min/ Japanese 

 

 

Ⅱ．Japanese art & culture 
 

 

 

A four-disc collection of Japanese animated shorts between the 1920s and the 1950s. 

You can enjoy 55 works with the subtitles (English, Chinese, Korean, Japanese). Most of 

them were created before the World War Ⅱ , but every work is quite lively and 

high-quality. You can see that the technique of Japanese anime was quite high at that 

time. The excellent anime is “the art” exactly. (Samy) 

日本アニメクラシックコレクション 第 1～4巻 

（Japanese Anime Classic Collection  Vol. 1-4） 

Digital Meme, 2007 / Japanese/ Subtitles （English, Chinese, Korean, Japanese,） 

 

Kyōgen is a form of traditional Japanese comic theater. It has a good sense of humor 

even today, and the stage with trained body and voice is also quite artistic. This DVD is a 

Collection of live performances of kyōgen performed mainly by Mansaku and Mansai 

Nomura. Mansaku Nomura is a Living National Treasure and Waseda alumnus, and Mansai 

Nomura is his son who is Specially Recommended Alumni. Subtitles in English and 

Japanese are available. Waseda University holds kyogen performance by Mansaku and 

Mansai Nomura every April since 2010 at the Okuma auditorium. Students and faculties 

can watch it for free. See the detail at ‘Waseda Culture’ website about ‘Waseda Kyogen 
Soiree’（https://www.waseda.jp/culture/events/kyogen/ ） * InJapanese  (Samy) 

野村万作・萬斎『狂言でござる』 

野村万作狂言集 第１～4 巻 
"Kyōgen de gozaru"-A Kyogen collection of Mansaku and Mansai Nomura  

Vol.1-4          KADOKAWA, 2003 / Japanese / Subtitles (English, Japanese) 

 

 

 

 

https://www.waseda.jp/culture/events/kyogen/
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What do you imagine when you heard of the word, “Japanese music”? Only Japanese pop 

or Enka? Japanese traditional music has a great diversity and uniqueness. You can listen 

Japanese traditional music from the ancient to the recent all at once in this incredible 

audio CD. In addition, the booklet attached to it gives you the information of every music 

both in English and Japanese. This CD includes: Whistle of the Zyozon Period, Gagaku, 

Syomyo, Biwa, No Kyogen, Classical music of Okinawa, Zuita sokyoku, Shamisen, Kokyu, 

Syakuhati, Ainu music, Folk performing arts, New Japanese music (Sin Nihon Ongaku), and 

Contemporary Japanese Music. By knowing Japanese music, you will be able to know 

Japanese history more since music and songs have been with people in all ages. Let’s 

enjoy the deepness of Japanese music. (Samy) 

日本音楽まるかじり  [CD]  

(Have a Big Bite of Japanese Music) 
Japan Traditional Cultures Foundation, 2003 

Introduction booklet （English, Japanese） 

 

 

 

 

Kazuo Ohno(1906-2010) is a great BUTOH dancer. BUTHO is a form of Japanese 

contemporary dance. Kazuo worked as a physical education teacher at school, and he started 

modern dance to teach dance to his students when he was 27 years old. In 1950’s, he had 

involved in BUTHO movement with Tatsumi Hijikata. Kazuo had been persuaded his original 

dance all his life. After he retired from the school, he performed his work “"La Argentina Sho" 

(Admiring La Argentina) in the 14th International Festival in Nancy, France, in 1980 “, which 

gave shock to the audience. After that, he had been known as a great dancer, and performed 

all over the world.  He had been on stage until he got 100 years old in 2007, while he had been 

teaching BUTOH at “Kazuo Ohno Dance Studio”. He died at the age of 103 in 2010. This DVD 

includes his famous works, precious films and interviews. At an interview, he said “Body and 

soul are one. Our body is the universe, worn by soul.” His life and dancing will give a big 

impression to everyone.  (Samy) 

大野一雄 美と力 (Kazuo Ohno  Beauty and Strength) 
映像(1965-2000)が語る舞踏家大野一雄の美学 

 NHK Software, 2000 / 110 min / Japanese / Subtitles （English, Japanese） 

 

 

It is a recording material of English Rakugo by Shijaku KATSURA (1939-1999). In Volume 

39, two stories of famous classical Rakugo, "Atagoyama (Mt.Atago)" and "Toki-Udon"(it 

is known for "Toki-Soba" in the Edo period), are recorded and most of them are 

performed in English. Basic phrases are used and it is easy to understand even for 

non-native English speakers, I think. Both of these stories will make you laugh 

unexpectedly. There are 40 volumes in this series, so I would recommend this CD series 

to international students who want to know about traditional Japanese culture, as well as 

Japanese students. (Tokin) 

枝雀落語大全 [CD] (Rakugo collection of Shijaku) 
Vol.38 :ROBOT SHIZUKA-CHAN and more 

Vol.39 :ATAGOYAMA,TOKI-UDON 

 Toshiba EMI, 2001 / English, Japanese  

 

 

 

There are some videos titled “●th anniversary of Waseda University foundation”, and I 

think this one is especially well-made. You can overlook the history of Waseda dramatically 

with the cool narration by a famous actor, Hisaya Morishige (1913-2009）, who is an alumni. 

It includes: Shigenobu Okuma, the history of the school song, the last lecture by Shoyo 

Tsubouchi, the departure ceremony of students for the battlefront, and campus dispute, 

etc. It is amazing to know that Waseda had kept facing difficulties for a long time from its 

foundation. Many students could not come to school due to many accidents such as Great 

Kanto earthquake (1923), the war, campus dispute, etc. However, the passion of many 

people made today’s Waseda, it is continuing even now, and you are also involved in this 

stream. After watching this film, you may feel like this:  ‘ I am also making Waseda history 

now”. (Samy) 

早稲田 100 年：早稲田大学創立百周年記念映画 
(Waseda 100 years: The film for 100th anniversary of Waseda) 
Waseda University 2001 / 40 min / Japanese 

 

 

 

 

Ⅲ．Documentaries 
 

枝雀落語大全 [録音資料]  
第三十九集:ATAGOYAMA,TOKI-UDON 

出演：桂枝雀 

東芝 EMI, 2001 年 /●分 / 英語・日本語 

 

 

©2000 ＮＨＫエンタープライズ／ 

大野一雄舞踏研究所 

©ユニバーサル ミュージック 
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The title "Araburu (Being wild)" is a special song that is allowed to sing only when the 

Waseda University rugby football team won the championship. In this documentary, we will  

look back over the history of the team that finally took over the Toshiba Fuchu of the 

social worker team at the Japanese championship from the birth of the rugby football 

team. Not only the games with the rival universities, Keio and Meiji, but also the game with 

overseas invitation team are introduced. From now on, the rugby season has arrived. Why 

don't you cheer for the players struggle in the games held at the Chichibunomiya Rugby 

Field etc.? (Tokin) 

荒ぶる: 早稲田ラグビーの 70 年 
スポーツ グラフィック ナンバー ビデオ バージョン 

(Being wild: The 70 years of Waseda Rugby) 
Bungei shunju, 2000 / 110min / Japanese 

 

 

 

“Image” is beautiful, but sometimes cruel. It can give us a strong impression, while it can 

also give us a bitter truth. This series are collections of the images for 100 years from the 

birth of image. Especially in the 20th century, the world had been continually experienced 

many wars such as two times of the World war, the Cold war, and other wars for 

independence. We will learn from these images that we should not ignore the true history 

of human being. For international students, I would especially recommend “ Vol 11: 

Japan : 世界が見た明治・大正・昭和 (Meiji, Taisho, Showa-era from the viewpoint of 

overseas” （Call Number: AV-DVL 351」（Jasmine） 

映像の世紀  The 20th century Vol.1-11 

 
NHK software, 2003 / Japanese 

Broadcasted on 25th March, 1995 as NHK special 

 

This is an English archives of French media, AFP news from the day of the Great East 

Japan Earthquake to one year after it. Vol. 1-5 is news articles and graphics with 

slideshow and English captions. Vol. 6 is a video selection. English script is attached them. 

It includes not only the situation of stricken areas but also the influence of the disaster 

on the whole of Japan and all over the world. It helps you to understand the 3.11 from a 

global viewpoint. (Samy) 
Vol. 1 “Editor’s choice”  (97 news)  

Vol. 2 “3.11/now/combo” (129 news) 

Vol. 3 “Aerial views   (87 news) 

Vol. 4 ”Nuclear disaster”   (94 news) 

Vol. 5 “Graphics”   (127 statistics data) 

Vol. 6 “Video selection”   (99 images) 

Japan one year after 3.11  Vol. 1-6 
 AFP 通信が世界に配信した東日本大震災 英語版. 第 1～6巻 

AFP World Academic Archive, Bunka Gakuen, 2012 

English / English script/Japanese booklet 

 

 

©2000 ＮＨＫエンタープライズ 
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"Kita no Kunikara (From the northland)" is a TV drama broadcasted from 1981, it depicts 

a family who lives in nature of Hokkaido. The scriptwriter is So Kuramoto, who is the one 

of the famous TV scriptwriters in Japan as well as Kuniko Mukoda, Taichi Yamada. The 

series became a national drama and I would like you to watch all the series. However if 

you would pick up one of them, I recommend "'87 First Love". You will see the pure and 

clear atmosphere of the son (Hidetaka Yoshioka) and his girlfriend (Megumi Yokoyama),  

extremelly beautiful picture and the touching music by Yutaka Ozaki in this drama. In 

addition, the drama also depicts the social aspects such as the severity of the agriculture. 

"First Love" is such a fundamental love story that you may not believe it was made 30 

years ago. First love must be the same for everyone over the ages. (Kirin) 

北の国から '87 「初恋」 

 (From the Northland '87 - First Love） 
Fuji Television, 2002 / 119 min / Japanese / Japanese subtitles） 

 

 

 

It is a representative work by the director Yasujiro OZU, a master of Japanese film industry. 

The story begins from the place where an old couple living in Onomichi, Hiroshima prefec- 

ture, prepares a trip for visiting children and their families living in Tokyo and Osaka. I had no 

choice but to think about family ties and the nature of human beings, such as subtle 

emotional passages with real children, mind ties with the wife of the second son who died in 

the war. At the end of the story, the scene where the second son's wife emits her feelings to 

the old father-in-law is a must-see. Additionally, it is also one of the charms of this work that 

you can see several places in Tokyo and Japan that are less than 10 years after the war. You 

can catch a glimpse the images such as the state of Metropolis of Tokyo, the lively 

atmosphere of Atami visited by elderly couple on a short trip, and the idyllic scene of 

Onomichi surrounded by the sea and so on.(Kibi) 
『あの頃映画 松竹ＤＶＤコレクション 東京物語 小津安二郎生誕 110 年・ニューデジタルリマスター』 DVD \2,800＋税  

発売中 発売元：松竹 販売元：松竹 ©1953/2011 松竹株式会社 

 

東京物語 (Tokyo Story) 
Distributed by Shochiku, 1953 / 136 min / Japanese/ 
English subtitle version is also available 

 

This work is a feature film whose running time exceeds six and a half hours, which the 

Soviet Union under the Cold war produced against Hollywood as a national project. 

Reproducing the original faithfully, this work refines to three main characters: Pierre, 

Andrei, and Natasha, and draws the thought and world view of Tolstoy by crossing 'War 

and Peace’ as a nation’, 'conflicts and suffering' and 'comforｔ and salvation' of each 

characters' lives.  My recommended scenes are that Andrei gets out of his suffering 

during extreme situation of the war (Part 3, 1812), and that Napoleon withdraws from 

Russia with disappointment due to the hard winter (Part 4, Pierre Bezukhov). Although it 

is very long work, please enjoy the world of Tolstoy, as well as the social situation at that 

time.（Jasmine） 
*There is a Hollywood movie of the same title, “War and Peace”  

1956, United States / 208 min / English, Japanese / Subtitles（English, Japanese） 

 

 

戦争と平和 （ВОЙНА И МЦР / War and Peace） 

 
1965-67 Soviet / 424 min / Russian / Japanese subtitles / IVC, 1967 

 

Ⅳ．Movies and Dramas worldwide 
 

 

This is a historical movie depicting the Arab independence struggle (Arab revolt) from 

the Ottoman Empire led by a real British army officer, Thomas Edward Lawrence. This 

film is very famous, so many of you may know it. You may feel painful to see the horror 

and emptiness that people are tossed by cruel political bargaining because many of us 

are aware of the subsequent misery caused by World War II and the misery of the 

current situation in Middle East. However, I would recommend you to enjoy not only the 

political aspect but the beauty of the picture. Please enjoy the beautiful scenes where 

big sun rises in the desert after Lawrence blew off the match's fire, and the scene that 

Lawrence walks slowly on the camel along the coast at sunset. （Jasmine） 

アラビアのロレンス（Lawrence of Arabia） 

 

 

1962  United Kingdom / 202 min / English / Japanese subtitles 
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This is a film about love and atonement. It is also a work that depicts memories and the fresh 

nature that appears there. In order to decide the close of the research project at the planet 

Solaris, psychologist Chris heads to the space station on orbit of Solaris, and there he meets 

his wife Harry who committed suicide ten years ago. Actually, the sea that covers the Solaris 

is an intellectual body, and he becomes to know that it materialize and deliver human 

memories. Harry is an object made by the sea. Chris is suffering from the consciousness of 

sin that he let her died, but the two become to love each other even though this Harry has 

no past with him. However, Harry disappears herself for Chris, and the sea makes Chris's 

nostalgic home appear. In the last half of the film, when the space station is in a zero gravity 

state for a short time, the two people floats in the room with the music of Bach. This scene 

is so beautiful. that I would like you to see this movie even for only this scene. This is a 

Soviet film made in 1972, and was released in Japan in 1977. The director is Andrei 

Tarkovsky who has a reputation for the beauty of the picture. The original novel is written by 

a Polish science fiction writer, Stanislaw Lem. (N) 

 

惑星ソラリス （Solaris） 
1972,  Soviet / 160 min / Rusiian, English, French / 

Subtitles （Russian, English, French, Japanese and more） 

 

 

This work is a movie of autobiography of Black Liberation Leader, Malcom X. Compared 

with King Pastor who raised resistance of nonviolence, Malcom X is often told as a 

campaigner of an armed resistance. But this film treats him as an individual and depicts 

his life carefully from early childhood. "Now" is the time to watch this film. （Elmer） 

 

マルコムＸ （Malcolm X） 

 

It is a short film collection of 5 dolls animation directed by Quay Brothers. The title of work 

"Street of Crocodile" is a British film in 1986. This work is based on the short novel 

'Ulicakrokodyl' written by Bruno Schulz, who is a Polish novelist and also compared with 

Kafka. In the desolated theater or museum, a man looks into the model of Street of 

Crocodile through the trick machine to peep. When he drools saliva to a model, the 

mechanism starts to move, and the dolls in the model wander around the Street of 

Crocodile covered with dust to reach a tailor. The tailors put brilliant scarfs around the 

doll’s neck, and then replaces the doll’s head. Shiny eyes of dolls without tops of their 

heads, raw livers appearing on the desk, and self-loosening screws etc... It is incomparably 

attractive world that nostalgic and strange dolls and the mechanized world in the decadent 

city. （Ｍ） 

ストリート・オブ・クロコダイル 
: 英国怪奇ロマンの異端、ブラザーズ・クエイの映像練金術 
（Street of crocodiles） 
United Kingdom / 89 min / English / Japanese subtitles /ダゲレオ出版, 1996 

 

 

 

1992, United States / 201 min / English, Japanese/ Japanese subtitles 
制作会社：パラマウント映画 / 発売元：NBC ユニバーサル・エンターテイメント 
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-Library staff Selection-  Recommended Audiovisual Materials 
No Title English translation of the title Time Language 

Ⅰ The films shot in Waseda 

1 早稲田大学  Waseda University 118 min Jpn 

2 落第はしたけれど Although I have failed school 64 min Jpn 

3 巨人大隈重信  Shigenobu Okuma, the giant 103 min Jpn 

4 青春の門. 自立篇 
The gate of youth, Part 2 
－Being Independent 

162 min Jpn 

5 
男はつらいよ 第 40 作 寅次郎サラダ記念日: 

HD リマスター版. 

It's Tough Being a Man Vol.40  

"Tora-san's Salad-Day Memorial" 
100 min 

Jpn /Sub 

(Jpn, Eng) 

6 ラストゲーム最後の早慶戦  : コレクターズ版  
The last game: The last Sokeisen (The 

baseball game of Waseda-Keio) 
96 min Jpn 

7 ノルウェイの森   Norwegian Wood 134 min Jpn 

Ⅱ Japanese art & Culture 

8 日本アニメクラシックコレクション第 1～4 巻 
Japanese Anime Classic Collection   

Vol. 1-4 

Total 

326 min 

Sub（Eng, Chi, 

Kor, Jpn,） 

9 勧進帳 : 歌舞伎名作撰 
Kanjincho 

: the best selection of Kabuki 
77 min 

Instruction 

(Eng, Jpn） 

10 
野村万作・萬斎『狂言でござる』 

: 野村万作狂言集 第１～４巻 

"Kyōgen de gozaru"-A Kyogen collection 

of Mansaku and Mansai Nomura,  Vol.1-4 

Total 

403 min 
Sub（Eng） 

11 
枝雀落語大全  [CD] :  

第三十八集:ROBOT SHIZUKA-CHAN ほか 

第三十九集:ATAGOYAMA,TOKI-UDON  

Rakugo collection of Shijaku [CD] 

Vol. 38, 39 

66 min 

52 min 
Eng, Jpn 

12 
大野一雄美と力  

: 映像(1965-2000)が語る舞踏家大野一雄の美学  
Kazuo Ohno : Beauty and Strength 110 min 

Jpn/ Sub 

(Eng, Jpn) 

13 日本音楽まるかじり  [CD] Have A Big Bite of Japanese Music [CD] 153 min 
Booklet 

(Eng, Jpn) 

Ⅲ Documentaries 

14 
早稲田 100 年 
: 早稲田大学創立百周年記念映画  

Waseda 100 years 
: The film for 100th anniversary of Waseda 

40 min Jpn 

15 荒ぶる: 早稲田ラグビーの 70 年 Being Wild: The 70 years of Waseda Rugby 40 min Jpn 

16 映像の世紀: The 20th century. 第 1～11 集 The 20th century  Vol.1-11 
 

Jpn 

17 
Japan one year after 3.11 : AFP 通信が世界に

配信した東日本大震災 英語版. 第 1～6 巻  
Japan one year after 3.11, Vol.1-6 

 
Script (Eng)  

Ⅳ Movies and TV dramas worldwide 

18 
東京物語 
＊English version is available as“Tokyo Story”  

Tōkyō monogatari / Tokyo Story 136 min Jpn（Eng） 

19 北の国から. '87  初恋 From the Northland '87 -First Love 119 min 
Jpn  

Sub（Jpn） 

20 戦争と平和  ※ソ連映画 War and peace   (*Soviet version) 424 min 
Rus 

Sub（Jpn） 

21 アラビアのロレンス Lawrence of Arabia 227 min 
Eng, Jpn 

Sub (Jpn, 

Eng) 

22 惑星ソラリス Solaris 160 min 

Rus・Eng・Fre 

/Sub （Rus, 

Eng, Fre,Jpn, 

etc） 

23 ストリート・オブ・クロコダイル 
:英国怪奇ロマンの異端、ブラザーズ・クエイの映像練金術 

Street of crocodiles  89 min  
Eng 

Sub（Jpn） 

24 マルコム X Malcolm X 201 min 
Eng, Jpn 

Sub（Jpn） 
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